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Basic Details
• First Name
Jazzie / Jasmine / Little Jc
• Last Name
Singer
• Country
United States
• State
NV
• City
Tahoe
• Birthday
May 17, 1957
• Marital Status
Married
• Interested In
Women
Personal Details
• About Me
Living as a woman during the day, soft touch feminine with my wife, still
male outside. Out at this level with most family, and the few close friends
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that I have. But officially still male, due to cultural realities of living in a
very conservative area. First memories of being young were hiding in the
closet at around 5 years old putting on my brother, then sisters diapers
to feel feminine. Thought I was just unusual until the thirties, male on
the outside, woman on the inside. Only transexual I had seen was in
Rocky Horror Picture Show, at the University of Utah around 1979, not
quite the best example of what I felt was, the beautiful woman inside.
My four brothers would have supported me on the idea that I was
unusual, but would have said, your not just unusual, you are crazy! I am
not sure which concerned me more, my brothers finding out that I was
trans, or my parents. When my parents brought us together to tell us
that my younger brother was gay, I thought that one or both of them
were terminally ill. My Mom was crying aggressively, and Dad distraught.
When they finally were able to tell us he was gay, I almost burst out
laughing. That is it! I thought to myself, my other brothers and I have
known since he was very young, it was very obvious! It is a genetic
condition, you goofballs! He came out when he was a senior in high
school! My parents were very Catholic, and this was an abomination in
their views! How insane!!
I remember thinking, I can just imagine what they would say if I said I
told them - Mom, Dad, your daughter is gay too! I had a younger sister,
sadly, she passed away of brain cancer at 45. I imagined them saying,
she is gay?! No. To which I imagined them saying, she is our only
daughter. I would say, oh no she isn't! I was certain they would have had
heart attacks an died on the spot, if I told them I was a transgendered
lesbian woman!Not being able to be sister to sister, with her, to this day,
is one of the saddest realities of not coming out for me. It would have
been amazing, being sister to sister with her, just like she was! How
unjust, unfair, terribly wrong! What a very sick homogreedious! Two
weeks before she passed away, I was crying walking on the beach in
Tahoe, thinking about loosing her, never having been able to be sister to
sister, with my amazing sister. I looked up, and in the sky were two lines
of clouds, making a perfect cross, pointing to the cross on Mt. Tallac, one
of the few times there was snow on it in September. I prayed that it be
me, not her, as I have been dying to die, since I was young. As if
yesterday, God said to me, as I saw this cross of clouds, pointing to the
cross on the mountain, I am giving her the most amazing gift I have
offered to you all, Heaven in My Love. I broke out crying aggressively.
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Even today, my tears run, thinking of this event. When I took a picture of
this cross, with no other clouds in the sky, a seagull was on the cross
end, where Christ's hand would have been. I had this picture at her
memorial, one person was insulted, as they simply could not believe it
was a photograph, they were convinced it must be a painting, as this
would not happen in the real world. The Tuesday I got to her, it was the
last time she was able to speak. At least I was able to talk with her that
afternoon. I wanted so badly to tell her who I really was, but she was
crashing that night, so I just could not. She had planned a family get
together, her Miracle Weekend, where prayers would heal her. I asked
her that night if she was ready, as it may be time for her to go to
Heaven. She said no, she was going to be healed.
Every morning, her husband would call me for help with her, saying it
had been a rough night, as she was crashing. Thursday, her oncologist,
said they had her on a drug that they only provide to test patients on a
blind basis, and that this was the drug that they hoped would work
better than the primary drug, she had been on first. It was the only case
he knew of, where they allowed someone to take a drug in this stage of
trials.That night, I asked her, are you ready now. She sadly nodded, yes.
We cried together! Friday, her surgeon asked her for her husbands
name, and other easy questions. She could hardly speak, and wrong
words came out. They rushed her to try something, that was the last
time I saw her alive, and awake. Saturday, when our family was
assembled in a large circle, my brother started praying for her healing. I
stopped him, and asked if we could pray that - God's will be done. At
that moment, literally, my phone rang. It was my other brother, he said,
she just passed away.
Needless to say, the fear of retribution by my brothers, who even today
have been anything but supportive as adults fifty to sixty years old, now
that they know, was superseded by my fear of my parents ridiculous
religious views. The only people that Christ said had to fear not getting
in to heaven, were those who did not help the least of my brothers
(Matthew, 25:1-39); the rich having a harder time getting into Heaven,
than the camel through the eye of the needle; and, the religious leaders
supporting the rich, the only time he was documented being really mad,
in the temple. He never said anything about gays, transgendered, or
others in his whole time on the planet - and yes, these have been known
conditions since, at least, the peak of Greece times, hundreds of years
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before Christ's time. The Old Testament, in my opinion, is just that - Old.
The only point - there is only one God of Love, not many gods. The New
Testament, is what Christ said, a completely different theological
paradigm, logically, than the Old Testament. The Old Testament, is just
what a Newer Testament would be today, in my opinion, featuring the
writings of current religious leaders, simply bullshit for the billionaires,
nothing more! I consider all organized religion to be nothing but right
wing PACs for the super rich, just what the Koch Brothers and other
billionaire non-profit groups are!
I asked my wife on our wedding night if I could be her woman. She does
not remember, a bit partied out. Did so again on first anniversary, not
bad, but not good, results. Tried for another ten years to change the
inside. And, trust me, I know and used hypnotherapy, and other
psychological strategies, and no luck. In fact, there is not one
documented case of a person successfully transitioning their gender
identity to their physical gender of birth, by a therapist, that has viewed
their gender identity as the opposite sex as their physical gender from
birth (Dr. Christine McGinn - one of my favorites, love you woman!).
Tried to come out being female all day with her around 15 years ago. It
was tough on her. I thought she was a lesbian, which I have always
considered myself. Guess my gaydar was not working. She does not see
herself as a lesbian. After a few years of being out at home, with the
collapse in the economy, in the Cheney/Bush Great Recession, I went
back into the closet. Came out after having the dream I note below,
around 2009 in the house, subtle with her (women's satin PJs when she
is around). Still live the male side out in the confused world.
The woman inside, Jazzie, GG or Jasmine is maturing beautifully and
would die to come out. GG stands for my three passions in life, being
girly girly girly,....... girly girl; loving girly, girly, ......, girly girl to girly girly
...... girly girl; and, first and foremost, above all else, being Gods girly
girly girly, .... girly girl. My dreams of Heaven, are being the beautiful
woman I love being in Gods Love, as an ice dancer, singer, musician,
actress, and dancer, as an amazingly beautiful cis-gendered woman,
dancing on and with the wild and aquatic beautiful creatures and spirits
God made, writing and playing music, developing and acting in plays, all
for and in the Glory of God. I call this amazing Tahiti like cove, GG's,
standing for God's Girly Girly Girly.......Girly Girls!! What a dream! I woke
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up having this dream, after trying to be all male again, during the Great
Recession. It is my belief, that God gave me this dream, as His sign that
he wanted me to be that beautiful woman in His Love. Embrace His Love
in Her Love, the Love of Jazzie, GG, Jasmine.
The male portrayed on the outside is but a show, as we all know, my
male persona is very frustrated, as she is not being the beautiful woman
she absolutely loves to be in God's love. But the risks are too great for
her. I am quite sure that the social and economic costs of coming out
might be very high in our very conservative society. Figure at almost 59,
I will just have to wait until Heaven to be the beautiful woman inside, on
the outside. My wife is fantastic, and has been very supportive, but at
the level of just not talking about the issue. Too bad I did not transition
young, as it has been tough for her.
Her friend's husband transitioned. They got divorced, and the community
was ruthless on him/her and her. Not a good example for her. Could be
worse. Biggest problem is that I see myself as a lesbian woman, she
does not. Doesn't work physically. Plus, I can't be the progressive
woman, working on supporting trans people and the political ideas that I
present here. Nor, can I be, and experience, the beautiful woman inside,
Jazzie / GG / Jasmine, in God's love. How very, very, wrong!
I am in the asset management field, helping to prepare people for the
many high risks that I believe the world is facing (global aging, global
asset bubbles deflation, fiscal gaps, over population, climate change,
peak energy, Fukushima, etc.).
My other writing interest are in this area, but more toward a world view,
what I believe I was told to tell people to prepare their souls for, what I
believe is The Beginning of The End Times, the name of the book I am
working on.
I believe that the world is heading into a Global Soft Deflationary
Recession now through 2025, due to global aging, deflation of global
asset bubbles, and the inability of fiscal and monetary policies to
stimulate growth; then a Global Soft Deflationary Depression from
2025-2035, when the global baby boom generation enters retirement in
mass, having only 12,000 in retirement assets (55-64 year olds average
savings in the US), and the fiscal gaps and current deficits of global
governments rising rapidly, necessitating the cutting of all non-critical
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government spending; then a Global Inflationary Great Depression when
the world falls off Hubbert's Cliff, running out of cheap fossil fuels,
sometime in the thirties, if my guesstimates are correct, from that point
forward.
To understand what peak energy is, I suggest that you read Wikipedia
on peak oil, peak gas, peak coal, and peak uranium. Plus if you search
for Crude in Youtube, this is the best documentary I have ever seen, and
one of the most important, the title will show the incredible journey of
oil. Then if you search on Youtube for Must See Oil Peak, surprisingly a
Republican Representative, Roscoe Bartlett, R-VA, has the best
presentation I have ever seen on peak oil. The primary thing that I
believe most peak oil and gas people don't get, is that we are now very
good at sucking out what is left with new technology. As one VP from
Saudi Aramco said, technology has basically allowed us to suck out what
is left much more efficiently, it has not resulted in finding any significant
reserves that we did not expect were there, with the exception of maybe
Brazil, from his perspective. Now we have found out that Petrobras'
findings in Brazil were mostly fabricated! The documentary on Youtube,
Crude, will explain why we know what is left and where it is. So what I
expect is instead of a slow drop in oil production, like the back of a
smooth bell shaped curve, I expect a rapid drop in production, what I
call Hubbert's Cliff, after we have sucked out most of what is left. M.
King Hubbert was the father of peak oil, presentations on his work are
on Youtube. Al Bartlett's presentation, Mathematics, Population and
Energy is a timeless classic. The basic math on when the world may fall
off Hubbert's Cliff is simple, the US Energy Information Association (US
EIA) statistics page
http://www.eia.gov/cfapps/ipdbproject/IEDIndex3.cfm?
tid=5&pid=57&aid=6
shows 1,656 billion barrels of proven oil reserves. However, if you read
Peak Oil on Wikipedia, under concerns over stated reserves, you will see
that OPEC increased their stated reserves by around 300 billion in
reserves in 1988, when OPEC tied production quotas to stated reserves.
So these 300 billion are fabricated reserves. Plus, OPEC has never
decreased their stated reserves, all the while, providing roughly 2/3 of
the world's oil supply. This is simply impossible, so if we take off another
300 billion in a rough guess that they have used around 1/2 of their prior
stated reserves, you have roughly 1 trillion barrels of reserves. This
makes the amount the world has used in oil, roughly 1/2 of what is
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remaining, just what most people have estimated it is. Then you can
make a further assumption that the amount that we may find over the
coming years, is equal to the amount we can't get to of the remaining
stated reserves. Consumption of oil was just over 33 billion barrels per
year in 2013, the latest data on the above page. Estimates are around
50 billion barrels per year demand by 2050. If you take 40 as a low
average over these years, this results in around 25 years of oil
remaining. I assume that the world will start running out rapidly in 15-25
years, around 2030 to 2040, very likely at the beginning of this period,
and quite possibly, much earlier, if most stated reserves are way over
stated, like OPEC's and Brazil's reserves are. Venezuela represents 298
billion (see US IEA energy stats tables, link above), of my revised
estimate of 1 trillion barrels remaining. This is not only heavy crude,
much more costly to refine, there is the big question of how accurate are
the estimates. What do you think?
You can read about the US reserves of natural gas, estimated to run out
around the same time period, just search for the article - What the
Frack: Is there really 100 years of gas under the US. These scientists
argue their is at most 33 years of gas remaining, and if we use natural
gas for coal fired power plants, and long-haul trucking, their estimate is
that we only have roughly 11 years remaining.
A read of peak uranium, suggests that we may run out of uranium
around the same time period. Watch the presentation noted below by Dr.
Hosea, and you should get a good understanding why many of us feel
nuclear is not the answer. In spite of Bill Gates apparently wanting to
supersede the Rothchild's wealth, by investing in 4th generation nuclear!
Too bad he doesn't use Buffet's and his wealth, to transition the world to
wind and solar now. Both hydrogen and thorium have problems as
energy sources. Elon Musk calls hydrogen cars, fool cells, http://
gas2.org/2015/02/24/elon-musk-shreds-hydrogen-fuel-cells/. He notes
on the link above: Hydrogen is an energy storage mechanism. It is not a
source of energy. So you have to get that hydrogen from somewhere. if
you get that hydrogen from water, so you’re splitting H20, electrolysis is
extremely inefficient as an energy process…. if you say took a solar
panel and use the energy from that to just charge a battery pack
directly, compared to try to split water, take the hydrogen, dump the
oxygen, compress the hydrogen to an extremely high pressure (or
liquefy it) and then put it in a car and run a fuel-cell, it is about half the
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efficiency, it’s terrible. Why would you do that? It makes no sense. That
doesn’t even bring into account the various problems building an all-new
infrastructure, as well as the environmental impact of sourcing hydrogen
from natural gas, currently the most popular way to produce vehiclegrade hydrogen.
I would also stress, using natural gas to produce hydrogen, does not
consider the fact that we will likely run out of natural gas in the period
from 2030-2050, if not sooner, if we use it for coal fired power plants,
long-haul trucking, and to make hydrogen. We may only have five years
of natural gas remaining!
As noted in Wikipedia, there are several challenges to the application of
thorium as a nuclear fuel, particularly for solid fuel reactors: They state
(Thorium, Wikipedia): In contrast to uranium, naturally occurring
thorium is effectively mononuclidic and contains no fissile isotopes; fissile
material, generally 233U, 235U or plutonium, must be added to achieve
criticality. This, along with the high sintering temperature necessary to
make thorium-dioxide fuel, complicates fuel fabrication.
I believe that the world will scale up hard fossil fuel production (tar
sands to oil, shale to oil, and coal to oil) to replace cheap fossil fuel
production, when the world falls off Hubbert's Cliff, if I am correct in the
thirties, due in large part, in my opinion, to the Koch Brothers, Citizens
United, and the Evil Wrong. Dark Money is a good read on these evil
billionaires. The Koch Brothers own 25% of the Canadian tar sands oil,
and one of the original tar sands oil refineries, Pine Bend. This refinery is
also one of the most polluting refineries, due to the age of the refinery,
and wealth of Koch Brothers. As hard fossil fuel production is significantly
more carbon intensive, than cheap fossil fuel production, I believe that
this will insure 7-10C rise in global mean temps by 2100; versus the
current estimate by the IPCC of a 6-7C rise in global mean temps by
2100, assuming a large transition to renewables. This, in my opinion, will
release some of the roughly 1,400-1,700 gigatons of methane hydrates
in the Siberian/artic permafrost (Wikipedia, permafrost), around 2100.
Watch Artic Death Spiral and the Methane Timebomb on Youtube, and
search for methane hydrates holes in Siberian permafrost for the latest
info. Large holes in the Siberian permafrost are already being found. See
the show What on Earth, 2016, Who Built Supervillain Island?, the last
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segment is on these methane holes, suggesting that these methane
hydrates are already being released. In the documentary Artic Death
Spiral, the woman from Russia talks about this risk, she looks very
concerned. I wonder why? She notes that the amount of ice on the
Siberian permafrost has dropped from 2 meters, 6 feet, down to inches.
Since 1751, the beginning of the industrial revolution, roughly 305
gigatons of carbon has been released from all fossil fuel burning
(arm.gov/education). I guess it might be because the Siberian/artic
permafrost is estimated to have roughly 5 times the amount of carbon,
in methane hydrates, as has been released in the whole planet, since the
beginning of the industrial revolution from all fossil fuel burning. And
there may not be any way to stop a critical amount of it from being
released, once it starts. What do you think?Even a small amount of these
methane hydrates being released, I believe, will ultimately cause a chain
reaction of the explosion of the 500 and growing nuclear power plants.
That is, if Fukushima does not implode and cause this prior to this time.
Add to this, the explosion of the methane hydrates being released
globally, not just the Siberian/artic permafrost (Alaska, Canada,
Greenland) insuring the death of all species on the planet, in my opinion,
sometime around the turn of the century, plus or minus, 40 years. This
basic scenario is what caused the Permian extinction, which caused the
extinction of 95% of all species. Except it was the volcanic eruptions all
around Siberia that released the methane hydrates, when global mean
temps were only 6C higher, based on most estimates. This time, if I and
thousands of other scientists are correct, it will be animal agriculture,
burning of fossil fuels, and scaling up of hard fossil fuel production, that
will release these massive stores of methane hydrates. Add the possible
sequential explosion of the worlds nuclear power plants, and the Money
Monster may well make the earth just another dead planet! Good luck
using those underground cities, and private islands, to wait out this
collapse! I got a feeling the billionaires and their supporters, in these
places, will be roasty toasty, seeing the rest of us die, only to die the
most horrific deaths, prior to ending up going to the place God made for
the devil and his angles for eternity (read Matthew 25:30-46, the
Scandinavian countries are the only ones, in my opinion, that would pass
this Christian test of helping the least of my brothers)!
"Methane Hydrates: Killer Cause of The Earth's Greatest Mass
Extinction," 12/2016, argues that with only roughly 3-14% of the
Methane Hydrates in Siberia and The Arctic, which have roughly 15
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trillion of the earth's 30 trillion tons of methane hydrates, the earth's
Global Mean Average Temperature, GMAT, skyrocketed 34C - 93.2F!
Eliminating all complex life on earth for 11 million years!
A Yale nuclear physicist in 2012 presented a paper arguing that if any of
Fukushima's spent rods touch each other, it could put all of humanity in
peril for thousands of years (infowars.com, 9/21/13). If you watch Dr.
Stephen Hosea's presentations on Youtube,
Original: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2zGQPe3_ikQ, Update:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FAcB0UnnEeY, you can grasp the
impending risks of this situation.
I began this work on The Limits to Growth, in a doctoral symposium in
economic demography, under a visiting professor from Stanford, as a
Junior, at the University of Utah, in 1980. I believe, right or wrong, that
the two year study that I did at that time, was the last straw that
stopped the deployment of the MX missile system, the largest, and most
insane, project ever proposed by mankind. I documented the first case
of what I referred to as - the baby-boom town syndrome. The estimates
were a need of 250,000 people to build the MX, with an average under
estimate of four times for large defense contracts, to secure contracts,
using significant under estimating. Fifty of the fifty-two projects in the
Utah 2000 High Development Scenario, were alternative energy projects,
it was the peak of the oil spike in 1980. Both the MX and alternative
energy development projects had boom-town development patterns,
with high demand for labor to build the projects, then a steep fall off in
demand, in this case, between 1987-2000. Seventy to eighty percent of
Utah's growth were babies of the Baby Boom generation, a baby boom
wave cycle, estimated to enter the work force at the same time,
1987-2000. These two forces, a baby boom-town syndrome, would
cause enormous dislocation of workers and new workers into the Utah
population at the same time, roughly half of the population. More
importantly, Utah is Mormon, and believe Utah is the Land of Zion. My
study, The Utah MX Baby Bomb, concluded that if they built the MX, it
would send most of their young out of the state, and Utah would no
longer be the Land of Zion. No new studies had been submitted for three
months prior to my study being submitted to the Mormon Church and
the Defense Department, and it was a go ahead at the time. Two weeks
after I submitted my study, the Mormon Church came out against the
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MX, not long after, the Defense Department scrapped the insane project.
I consider this to be my most important contribution to the planet.
My Master's thesis was a critique of the Reagan policies, arguing that
they were the primary cause of the decline in manufacturing in the early
eighties, due to the massive tax cuts for the rich and massive increase in
defense spending (easy fiscal policies), coupled with tight monetary
policies to stop the inflation of the seventies, that caused a very large
rise in the government deficits, and enormous rise in real interest rates.
These high real interest rates, attracted hundreds of billions in
investments in US Treasury bonds, not US business, increasing the value
of the major dollar index from 82.47 (10/78, macrotrends. net), to
124.42 (12/84). This caused imports (think Toyotas) to be very
inexpensive in the US, roughly 1/3 less than before the dollar rise, with
exports (think Fords) to be very expensive abroad, roughly 50% more
expensive before the dollar rise. This mismatch of fiscal and monetary
policies, I argued, caused manufacturing to be offshored more than any
other factor in US history. I concluded that Reagan's policies were very
bad for US business wanting to produce in the US, and were the primary
stimulus driving the offshoring of manufacturing.
My freshman year at the University of Utah (UofU) I met a guy, that
became my best friend. He was a brilliant bio-chemist at the U, and an
athlete. I was a freestyle competitor, but did not see myself as a good
student, but actually, felt that I had to work much harder than most to
succeed. When we were working out together, just after I had started at
the U, he said to me - you know if you applied yourself to your studies,
like you do to your skiing, you would be brilliant. It was like a light bulb
turned on, and he gave me the ability to be smart, something I never
felt that I was. I began studying obsessively. I would get up at 6, start
reading at 6:30, go to the library at 7:30 when it opened. Then study all
day, except for classes, seven days a week, including weekends, and
most holidays. I would read in one of the big library group reading
rooms, and had all of my research work on the table. I had at one time,
the largest number of requests at the U, for interlibrary loans, including
those by professors, according to the people at interlibrary loans. I would
study for 55 minutes, then go outside and run up and down the steps,
and do push ups and jumping jacks, to increase my blood flow. I would
have a watch next to me, timing my reading. I would leave when the
library closed, so they let me keep the group study room to myself, all
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the time that I was at the U. My first year, I took metaphysics, and
studied logic (informal and symbolic), epistemology (how we know what
we know), and game and systems theory. My focus was on
understanding the relationship of God with man, and the apparent link of
the Logic of Love as God, and the potential of Logic in Man, becoming
one with God's logic. I had spent 1/2 year in the seminary, thinking of
pursuing being the next St. Thomas Aquinas, author of the Summa
Theologica, at Aquinas College seminary. I still see any special insights
that I may have, as being my ability to live my commitment - your will,
not mine, and my ability to see what other's will not, due to my
commitment to always try to see through His eyes. To be one in His love,
is the potential to experience, in some small way, what I believe God
has: perfect logic, perfect insight, and perfect love. Any true insights, I
believe, come from seeking oneness with Him - not more money!
So the next year, my sophomore year, I sat in the year-long doctoral
symposium on political economics, which is all about the problems that I
am laying out here. It is about the distribution of wealth and power in
the world, and how it is done. From my perspective, it is about BS for
the Billionaires, and the scientific versions (utopian capitalism and
utopian socialism) are just that, more bullshit and billions for the
billionaires, but with icing on top! I have taught comparative economic
systems (the difference between capitalism, socialism and communism)
at the University of Nevada, Reno (UNR), along with courses in
economics, finance, entrepreneurship and management, at the
University of Utah, UNR, Sierra Nevada College, Incline Village, NV, and
Lake Tahoe Community College.
Kay Hunt, the professor for the political economics year-long doctoral
symposium that I sat in as a sophomore, was also the head of the Econ
department. We became good friends, as he was impressed with my
performance in this series. I ended up taking a good number of masters
and doctoral level courses for my undergraduate degree, and he had to
sign my request to skip out of the undergrad prereqs, so he saw me
often. When I asked him, what exactly do you believe the best economic
system is, he said, I think it is some variant of the Scandinavian systems.
I thought he was correct then, but over the years, I have learned just
how correct he was. If you get my critique of the male psyche, I think
that it has to do with controlling that insane greed for money, power and
sex by primarily male homogreedious, however, female homogreedious is
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trying hard to catch up. This type of structure, in my opinion, limits the
risk of the old saying - absolute power corrupts absolutely! If you limit
wealth accumulation to at most 100 million, and limit government size to
smaller countries, like Scandinavia, then men cant rape and pillage the
rest of us for their insatiable greed for money, power and sex. It is this
simple.
You limit his power in government, to not doing what the Bush Monsters
did to us (or should I say, the Cheney Monsters!), the Bush Senior
Monster did to Kennedy, what Hitler did to the world, what Stalin did,
what Genghis Khan did, what Rome did to Christians, what the Mayan
ruler's did to their people, etc., etc.. Plus, you limit his abilities in the
private sector, to not allow with the Rothchilds, Mellon Scaifes, Koch
Brothers (the people profiled in Dark Money), Coors, Olins, etc., etc., etc.
have done to us.
After three years at the U, I asked Kay about what he thought about a
doctorate in economics. He said two problems. I asked what they were.
He said you already have taken most of the doctorate classes, so what
will you take. I said, easy, the undergraduate courses. He said, no you
wont. I asked what the other problem was. He said, it is all political
economics. My interpretation is, he was saying it is all BS for the
Billionaires, you are out to save the world, and convert it to a humane
Scandinavian style sustainable market socialist world. Not only won't
people pay you to do this, they will crush your efforts. He had lived this
reality, he knew all too well.
Another book that I want to write some day, will be called My Career in
Hell! It basically documents that Kay was dead on correct, and that my
career life was basically the thesis of Chris Hedges book, Death of the
Liberal Class. Except, I even think that Chris Hedges and Noam Chomsky
exhibit the limits to intellectual freedom in our country, being the only
well known liberal political economists, who really aren't political
economists. The radical wrong stopped all of us that were liberals from
getting doctorates and kicked out the liberal political econ profs from
universities, see Death of the Liberal Class. Noam and Chris still do not
admit that 9/11 was an inside job (see ae911truth.org for these
arguments), and so too, the Pentagon strike (see Jessy Ventura's
Conspiracy Theory on 9/11 and The Pentagon, Zeitgeist, etc.). Dr. Steven
Jones, was forced to retire from Brigham Young University, for his
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position that he found a highly explosive version of nano-thermite, not
even known to exist, in the 9/11 World Trade Center dust. I guess Noam
and Chris, don't want to lose their jobs and speaking engagements! Dr.
Jones bio:https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Steven_E._Jones
My work at the U, included the two-year study on the proposed land
basing of the MX, and a paper inspired by this work, where I proposed a
new nuclear arms strategy that I called Check Mate! This was for a
doctoral symposium in international law, as a junior. My thesis, have
nuclear subs upwind of your adversaries, Russia and China, so that if
they fire their nuclear missiles, you can send your sub based missiles,
hitting them first. Your hot rocks, or other satellite based defense
systems, knock out their missiles. If they strike your subs, the radiation
goes down wind, and kills them. You have no nukes on your land, no
reason for your adversaries to blow them up, and limiting the primary
risk, potential problems with these nuclear bombs. Check mate! This is
still the nuclear strategy that I believe we should be following. Further,
the US, in my opinion, should close all most all of the military bases
globally (see the book Base Nation), or convert them into assistance
centers for transitioning the countries with US bases to renewable
energy now.
For a doctoral symposium in Finance, I did a paper on Value Capture and
the Need for Mass Transit on the Wasatch Front. It was the first paper
that I could find on the need for mass transit in Utah (except for one
arguing for a rail system up Little Cottonwood Canyon to Snowbird and
Alta), due to the enormous problem that they have with temperature
inversions in the winter, and due to rapid growth in the basin. I
concluded that they should either spend more, and develop a raised rail
system, versus a fixed rail system, which would provide a unique travel
and tourism value, prevent additional congestion of a fixed rail system,
and may be able to be paid for, due to the primarily Mormon culture. Or
they should use fancy Mercedes Express dedicated busses and lanes,
which would be more flexible, and less expensive. I concluded that a
fixed rail system would be counter productive, as it would add to traffic
congestion, not reduce it, and add to pollution, at least much more than
the two other alternatives, or some combination of those two. Of course,
they ended up doing the fixed rail system anyway, twenty-years later!
This course was given by Dr. Richard Pratt, who became head of the
Federal Home Loan Bank Board (FHLBB), that oversaw the Savings and
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Loan industry. Dr. Pratt was impressed with me, as I was taking his
doctoral symposium in finance, as an undergrad student. He called me in
one day, and said that the President (Reagan) was considering him for
this post. He said that the primary problem the Savings and Loan
industry was facing, was that they typically borrow at lower short-term
interest rates, and then lend at higher longer-term interest rates. He said
with short-term interest rates above ten percent, Savings and Loans
were having problems. He asked what I thought was the solution. I said,
easy - bankruptcy. He laughed, and said that he did not think that the
President would like the idea. I asked, if he had a better idea. He said
no. The Savings and Loan crisis of the eighties, was caused by the
industry allowing what is termed as near equity lending. This became the
massive Savings and Loan crisis of the eighties. I think my idea was still
the better choice!
An exchange student we had when I was young, became the right hand
man of one of the biggest billionaires in Brazil, Naji Nahas. Here is the
Wikipedia overview of Naji: https://pt.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naji_Nahas. He
constantly said that he was going to take me to Brazil, so he said, study
hard to prepare for this opportunity. I did many studies on international
technology transfer and venture arrangements for Brazil, appropriate
technology transfer to Brazil, and Brazilian finance and economics, to
name a few paper topics I did. Long story short, he lead me on for tenyears, and I postponed getting my doctorate, waiting for him to have me
come to Brazil. I anticipated going to Brazil, and then returning to the US
to do my doctorate. When I finally went there in 1988, five years later
than I expected, I had researched to find what I considered to be the 15
top companies to bring their technology to Brazil. From low earth orbit
satellites, this was before Iridium and Globalstar, to high bred seeds for
better crops, etc. One day, as we were driving to the heliport, I asked,
when can I share the ideas that I brought (thinking that I have spent
ten-years researching) to Naji? He noted, Naji has no interest in these
ideas, I will tell you later. A week or so later, he tossed the Sao Paulo
paper on my lap. The headline read - Petrobras shares double, reason
uncertain. He said this is Naji's doings, I will tell you about it later. A few
days later, he tossed the paper on my lap again, the headline read Petrobras double again, Nahas suspected cornering the market. He said,
see I told you so. A few weeks later, he told me, Naji just made
hundreds of millions cornering the market on Petrobras, can your deals
do this for him? I said, no. But Naji just fleeced thousands, if not
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hundreds of thousands of Brazilians, seeking to live off their income from
Petrobras. He has just trashed these Brazilians. My deals will make him a
great billionaire of a great Brazil. His way is setting Brazil back decades
in their development, and trashing thousands of Brazilians. He said Naji
doesn't give a **** about Brazil, he doesn't give a **** about Brazilians,
he only cares about how much money he can make as quickly as
possible! When Naji's accountant offered me a position as one of his
money managers, he noted that the bank that he worked for, just could
not do things the Brazilian way. With bribes and payoffs in every deal.
This guy had me working on designing a plan to ship fresh oranges from
Brazil to the US. Due to citrus cancer, this is still not allowed. For the
three months that I was there, I designed a complete plan to
sequentially get various areas approved for shipping oranges to the US,
making each area cancer free. He asked me at this time, about this plan,
which I presented to him. He said, we are not going to do this, it will
take forever. He said, I have a person in Canada that will bring the
oranges into Canada, which does not have any restrictions, and then
black market them into the US. Then you will go and buy the patent and
equipment from a friend of my brother's, who had the top patent on one
of the machines that cut oranges, and squeezed them in grocery stores.
I have been leading him on for ten-years, telling him that I would give
him more than any other person would, as he is your brother's friend, so
I could bankrupt him. He is bankrupt now. You will go and buy the
patent and assets from him at basically nothing. I then realized, he had
been leading me on for over ten-years as well, ruining my life. I told him,
I want a ticket out of here tomorrow. He never paid me anything, just
gave me a credit card to pay for my expenses. This was the most
devastating experience to my life, as I was not able to pursue my
doctorate, and wasted ten critical years of my life on Brazil. These types
of money monsters have plagued my life, and are killing all species,
soon! Good thing that I did not take Naji's offer to be one of his market
manipulators. The next year he did another market manipulation on the
Rio Stock Exchange, which ended up collapsing, due to him. I would
likely still be in a Brazilian jail, if I had. Naji, as in every country, just paid
off the right people!
I was in what was billed as the first graduate class in how to launch and
expand high technology companies in the world, held at nine
universities, started at Stanford. In this courses, I did a paper on the
phases and factors in the formation of high tech companies, with specific
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focus on making Utah the Artificial Heart of America. This work made me
very knowledgeable about technology based industrial development. I
ended up being the key person helping expand Utah's primarily high tech
companies, with strategic planning and financing, through a program to
launch and expand Utah's high technology companies, at the UofU,
Graduate School of Business, Small Business Development Center. This
was just after returning from Brazil. I helped most of the participants in
Utah's annual Venture Capital Conference, and participants in Utah
Technology Grants and awards. I developed the first university
relationship with Dialog Information Services, the precursor to the
Internet. I held what was billed as, by the Director of Academic
Programs with Dialog, Anne Caputo, the first ever symposium on how to
use online research for high technology company development, at the
University of Colorado, in 1990. At that conference, someone asked me,
what do you think about Al Gore's new idea called the Internet. I
answered that data transfer speeds and storage would have to expand
tremendously to make it work. Well it did! Due to the vulture capitalists
wanting way too much for way too little, I ended up focusing my clients
at the U, on developing international strategic relationships. Partnerships
for Profit, was a new book on these linkages. I applied many of its ideas
in helping to link Utah companies with primarily European partners,
through a relationship that I developed with the Belgium Consulate
General, and Technology Attache. They latter contacted me about
working with them on linking technology in the Eastern block, with
Western companies, to exploit this marketable technology. My wife was
not big on us living in Belgium, and me traveling to the Eastern block.
This was the most interesting job I was ever offered.
I sent Michael Bloomberg a proposal in the early nineties, that I wrote on
what I termed - Critical Events Analysis, which involved indexing
business, political and other important information, similar to Index
Medicus. This would take online searching, even today, to a whole new
level of accuracy. He took my calls three times, but said that I should
fund the idea. I said that I would love to, but I don't have any money,
that is why I am sending the idea to you! This idea is still very timely, too
bad it may not matter!
Just out of graduate school, I worked as the protégé of a national-best
selling author of the book, Creating Excellence, Craig Hickman. I later
became a partner in his strategic planning consulting group,
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Management Perspectives Group. He offered to co-author my book,
which was on incorporating the dynamics of the three dimensions of the
organization: the individual - human motivation; the company as a group
- cultural analysis; and how the organization works in the world corporate strategy. Craig's work, Creating Excellence, was on
incorporating strategy, culture and change. It was a great match. I
declined his offer, just after I got out of college, my biggest mistake.
Although my thesis was that the healthy organization would develop and
satisfy the progressively higher order needs of the individual, the group,
and how it interacts in the community, by mastering the interaction of
human motivation, with cultural development, and competitive strategy.
By so doing, it would not only build healthy organizations, it would be
competitive. This humanistic view of the business world, was not
received well at all! Business then, and now, still want cut and paste
specialists, that can maximize profits for the top few heads of the
corporation, the Money Monsters, in my view. I featured this paradigm in
a non-profit newsletter that I use to write, titled Living Giving Networks.
As, I believe, male homogreedious is terminally flawed, because he can't
control his testosterone driven insatiable greed for money, power and
sex - the root of most of the world's problems, in my opinion; and as the
physical dimension, I believe, is terminally flawed, evil people get the
goods, and good people are trashed by the evil people, (in the spiritual
dimension, God's love reigns) the end of all species is not as bad as it
may seem. It will be the end of the impoverishment and enslavement of
7 billion and growing people, for the insane riches of a couple of
thousand billionaires, and at most, and a couple hundred thousand of
their ruthless supporters/managers. In my view, these two forces have
been behind the death of all prior societies (Rome, Mayan society,
Greece, etc.), this time it is the end of The Money Monster, and he is
taking every species with him.
On a humorous note, if men were born with 90% less testosterone in
their brains (the amount of testosterone released in the hypothalamus in
prenatal development is the cause of gender identity), then we would
have a world 1/2 women, and the other 1/2 wishing they were
women!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! But a sustainable matriarchal world, similar to the
Scandinavian countries, I am quite certain!! I have always considered
myself to be just a sweet and cute Scandinavian girl, that loves sweet
and cute Scandinavian type girls!
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Think of it, would you rather have all of the good souls go to God, or
stay here in a world like Elysium (see this show on Netflix), or The
Hunger Games, what, I believe, they are preparing us for now. Also,
think of my dream of Heaven noted above, plus, I have died and started
the journey home. What the end of all species means to me is that the
process is finished. The good souls have gone to Heaven, all are fulfilled
spirits in God's Love. There is no more needless pain and suffering. It is
fulfilled!
So The Beginning of The End Times, I hope to finish this year, and I
hope to send it to Lana and Lilly Wachowski, in hopes that they may see
the vision to make the book into a series of movies, to prepare people
for what I believe we face as a planet, but more importantly, to get their
spirits strong, in God's love. If anyone knows Lana or Lilly, and can send
them this overview, or provide me with their address so I can, it would
be greatly appreciated!!!!
It would be exciting if this dream is fulfilled, and great if the Wachowskis
would join me in developing my dream non-profit, Transition NOW, by
providing some of the proceeds to this cause. The focus of Transition
NOW! will be on helping trans people get the medications and
counselling they and their families need, helping with transitioning, and
helping in developing trans friendly communities, like Provincetown, MA,
where trans and trans friendly people can focus on designing and
developing communities that are likely to survive the coming hell, in
dignity and in the Spirit of God's love! Should this materialize, helping
other non-trans communities with preparing for the coming hell, would
also be a goal.
Being very sincere to all of our plights in life being trans. I hope that this
overview of my work has not scared any of you. I think of the song by
Tim McGraw, Live Like You are Dying. Isn't it better if you spend the next
twenty years, living every day realizing how amazing the world is, feeling
the love you share, in new and amazing ways. Experiencing the beauty
of nature, wild life and the undersea world, like you never have before.
Consider doing your bucket list now, and living every day as it is the
last!? Enjoy the world as it is today, as it may be very different in twentyyears, if I am even close to correct. Plan on living on much less, and
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preparing yourself to live in a very difficult world in 10-20 years, if I am
right.
We as trans people, know this reality like no other group. We have the
highest suicide rates, and people that attempt suicide, of any group. I
don't remember many days in the last 55 or so years in the nearly 59
years that I have been on this planet, that I did not think about going to
my Heavenly home. Why? It is obvious, this world does not offer us any
reasonable options, we either transition, and risk being alienated from
our life long friends and community, and very likely, having to give up
our career(s), and start over in an area that is liberal in a big city, or
another country (Scandinavia, etc). This process of moving can be very
costly, and not easy at any age, and it is even more difficult as you have
careers that you can't move, and are close to retirement. Or, we live in
the closet, and every day wish that we could be the beautiful woman, or
man, that you absolutely love being in God's love. How crazy is that!
The Money Monster is simply incapable of reaching into their souls and
getting truly close to the God of Love. He is too obsessed with
accumulating more and more money, he is a Money Monster! He idolizes
false religions, false economics (free and efficient markets, trickle down
economics, magical markets, gains from international trade, etc.), false
politics (utopian capitalism and utopian socialism, a republic of the
people, a people's democracy, etc.), when all the time it is the same
bullshit and billions for the billionaires (BS for the Billioinaires), in every
society, in every time period, to the death of all species, with the rare
exception of primarily the Scandinavian countries. Not quite sure why,
fears of the Bolchevique revolution by the ruling parties, more
matriarchal societies, more closed societies, smaller countries, or a
unique non-greed obsessed male (is this possible?), or some
combination of all of the above .
All the while, in every society going back to the stone age, male
homogreedious has been damning those who are trying to be their true
loving spirits in God's love (the GTLBX community, etc.), while he has
ruled ruthlessly, raped aggressively, fleeced billions for the thousands of
insanely rich money monsters, polluted the planet, and to top it all off,
insured the death of all living species, including his own, within one
century of exploiting cheap fossil fuels (I use the beginning of mass
manufacturing of the car as this start date). What insanity.
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It is not that male homogreedious hasn't created technology, art, music,
science, medicine, etc., that is exceptional. Nor, that most men are not
good men, loving men, and good fathers, husbands, friends and sons of
God. But I would argue that the list of things I just reviewed that the evil
Money Monsters have done, trump the good, especially if I am correct,
that the evil Money Monster has insured the death of all species,
including his own, within one century of exploiting cheap fossil fuels for
his insatiable greed for money, power and sex. And, his evil definitely
trumps his good, if this evil group of Money Monsters are planning on
depopulating the planet, keeping the place for themselves, after they
insure the death of billions. Instead of transitioning to solar and wind,
the only solutions to the end of cheap oil, now - Transition NOW.
This is why, I believe, He has asked me to warn people to get close to
the God of Love, as the world is going to get much more difficult. Not
because He (God) is going to do anything to the world, but because the
Money Monster's insatiable greed, has dammed the world.
Thousands, if not millions, of scientists, economic demographers,
systems theorists, climate scientists and economists, and many other
specialists, have been warning that the end of the species will occur if
the world continues on the business as usual case since the seventies.
Both the business and political worlds, are from my demographer's point
of view, a part of the Flat Earth Society. They still don't know that the
world is round, with limited resources! Their solution to everything is
more and more growth, more BS for the Billionaires!
What has happened, in my opinion, is that the world has been
consistently exceeding the worst case scenario forecast by The Limits to
Growth in 1972. This MIT study (Meadows, Meadows and Randers) and
series of books can be found by searching for Limits to Growth, and
2052, the latest update by Jorgen Randers, on Youtube. Another one of
my favorite leading advocates for The Limits to Growth, is Lester Brown,
his book World On The Edge, is one of the best.
The Money Monsters, instead of developing sustainable humane
renewable energy driven societies, the only example of which, are the
Scandinavian countries, in my view, have been thrashing the US and
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global economies of the world for their insatiable greed: allowing Bush to
basically bastardize every good thing that the United States has ever
stood for, steeling the election from Gore, doing 9/11 in the US [see
ae911truth.org], allowing private contractors to charge five times
enlistees, then broad based padding and fraudulent billing [see Iraq the
War Profiteers, etc], blowing up the financial services industries for their
insane gains, then bailing out the billionaire and trillionaire owned banks
(Rothchilds, Rockefellers, Mellons Scafies, etc.) with trillions of our tax
dollars, giving them free money, while bankrupting the masses, and
allowing banks to charge insane interest rates on consumer credit, credit
cards, small business loans, etc..
Even Obama, allowing drill baby drill, or should I say, frack baby frack,
which caused oil prices to crash, and polluted the ground water of many
areas, has caused the growth of solar to drop from 78% per year from
2006 to 2011, down to 4% per year, from 2011-2013, wind is a similar
story. (US EIA, https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?
id=22912). As much as I believe President Obama is sincere about his
concern about climate change, unlike the Republicans that don't believe
it is real, as a group, President Obama has stopped the transition to solar
and wind, even more than the Bush monsters. This is a much greater
factor contributing to increasing climate risk, than any other policy
initiatives promoting reduction in carbon, in my view. It seems to me, he
believes in the market efficiently making this change to renewables when
the magical market prices this risk into energy prices. Really!? Magical,
efficient, markets! His policies, promoting frack baby frack, has stalled
the transition to renewable energies, primarily wind and solar, just when
this was terminally critical to the planet. This was not do to free markets
causing this shift, it was his policies allowing frack baby frack. Has
anyone seen a magic carpet, just in case the magical market does not
price the risk of the end of all species correctly?! The renewable energy
stocks have been the worst performers since 2007, these are the very
companies that could help us to transition to a renewable energy,
sustainable future. How insane are we!?
As I like to say - life on a planet was interesting experiment, too bad it
has to end so soon!
The Money Monster has allowed Wall Street to fleece most of us for the
past 15 years, steeling trillions of dollars from most of us, while the
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average workers' retirement accounts are flat to down, since the turn of
the century. Even Buffett has made these observations. He noted in 2014
that most of the returns since the turn of the century have gone to Wall
Street (2000-2013, Standard and Poors 500, SP500 index, 2.16%
average annual return, measuringworth.com). He was correct. Wall
Street Money Monsters insane bonuses rose from 2-9 billion per year in
the nineties, when returns to stocks were positive, to 28-36 billion the
past decade, when returns have been at very low levels. These Money
Monsters take insane bonuses for mergers and acquisitions, they get
most of the gains from IPOs, sell very high fee products and services,
hiding these fees.
Wall Street is taking most, if not all, of the income from diversified
portfolios now, selling people on the merits of historical economic and
earnings growth to support stock price gains to fund their retirements,
which is absolutely not supportable with any scientific data. In the book,
Active Asset Allocation (1993), Jack Meyer, past President of Harvard
Management Group, which manages Harvard's Charitable Foundations
and Trusts, laid out a paradigm for when to over, equal, and under
weight stocks in a portfolio. The metric, Investor Confidence, was the
price to earnings ratio (PE ratio) on the Standard and Poors 500 index
(SP500). If it is less than 8, the market is under valued, 8-20 fairly
valued, over 20, very over valued. This is assuming 6.5% economic
growth, that occurred from 1926-2000 (measuringworth.com). The PE
ratio on the SP500 is now 22.18 (multpl.com, 3/16/16), and economic
growth is estimated by most economist to be 1-2 percent this year. A
dear friend was the first woman money manager for CALPERS, the
California Public Employees Retirement System, Gretta Marshall. In 1994,
when I first read Jack's book, was when the Fed was tightening
monetary policy, slowing the economy down. The PE just dropped from
28 to 18, below where it is now. I said, based on Jack's paradigm, the
market would have to drop by 55% to get down to 8 times earnings. She
said, you are the one that has been forecasting the slowing of economic
growth since the early eighties. You know the math better than anyone
else I know, so assuming slowing economic growth, the average PE
multiple should be even lower than the 8-20. Say 5-15, with a fair value
of 10.
In the doctorial symposium in economic demography I noted that I took
at the U earlier, my thesis, that I shared with her, was that the markets
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would rise dramatically, due to the aging of the baby boom, causing
rising spending and investment. This would drive asset prices to very
high levels, where the income from assets would fall to very low levels,
just before growth would slow permanently. The markets, I theorized,
would collapse, when the baby boom entered their declining spending
years, their fifties. I was born in the peak birth year of the US baby
boom, 1957. Add fifty years, I expected around 1980, that the stock
market would take a big drop around 2007. Due to BS for the billionaires
and Wall Street, I anticipated that the markets would rally back, only to
collapse to where the income from stocks provided a reasonable risk
adjusted return, around 5-6%, where it was when I made this forecast in
1980.
The dividend yield on the SP500 is now only 2.15% (multpl.com,
3/16/16), to even get back to where the average was from 1926-2000,
4.28% (Ibbotson and Chen, 2003), the market would have to drop by
50%.The PE is 22.21 (multpl.com, 3/16/16), to get down to a PE of 10,
the market would have to drop by 55%. This is where fair value on the
stock market is, in both my view, and Gretta Marshall's view, she shared
with me in 1994. She was convinced that the markets were highly
efficient and would logically go to this valuation, expecting the global
aging of the developed market economies. I anticipated massive asset
bubbles, then collapses, then more bubbles, until the ultimate collapse
into the retirement of the baby boom generation. Who do you think was
more accurate? As I say, now the Wall Street talking heads think a PE of
22 is cheap, and 200 is cheaper, because earnings are dropping, and are
expected to decline into the future! What do you think, are they correct,
or is this just BS for the Billionaires and Wall Street?
In 2002, Dr. Roger Ibbotson sent me his pending article, Long-run Stock
Returns: Participating in the Real Economy (Ibbotson and Chen, FAJ,
2003). I sent him an extensive critique of his paper, and he called me
and spent many hours talking with me about my critique of his supply of
earnings model, which was an update of his seminal work in the
seventies. He said, what is the bottom line? To which I said: Your model
is that Y + EPS/G = ERs to stocks, where Y, are earnings paid out dividends, and EPS/G, are earnings retained, earnings per share growth.
So the expected return to stocks (ERs) is equal to expected dividends
plus expected earnings per share growth. Historically, in his paper, from
1926-2000, this equaled 4.28 / Y + 4.83 / EPS/G = 9.11, not including
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the rise in the PE multiple, which he assumes would not continue, and is
not supported by earnings. I said to him, the dividend yield is now 1.3,
that was in 2002. It is now 2.12. I noted that it had averaged 4.28, by
rising to nearly 6 percent in the early eighties, during bad markets,
dropping to 3 percent, during the bull market of the sixties. This then
averaged the 4.28% from 1926-2000. To average this form 1.2%, I
noted that the market would have to crash, to where the dividend yield
was 7-8%, and stay there for awhile, to average the 4.28%, he implied
investors should expect in his paper, going forward. The same is true
today, however the collapse would only need to be to a 5-6% dividend
yield, a drop of roughly 60-65%. He said, you have a good point there. I
said that the 4.83% total EPS/G, earnings per share growth, from
1926-2000, was during a period where economic growth, GDP growth,
was 6.49% (measuringworth.com), due to the baby boom generation
aging and spending more, significant marginal productivity gains from
technology, and many other factors that simply will not exist in the
future. I said that global aging, alone, in my calculations, will cause
economic growth to slow to low, if not negative numbers. If you consider
the needs of the planet for The Limits to Growth, it should be very
negative. He said, what about international growth. To which I shared
with him my experience in Brazil, and said that only some Asian
countries, Malaysia, Singapore and Taiwan, seem to be able to invest in
the development of the indigenous population. All of the other emerging
countries seem to be simply exploiting their natural resources, slave
labor, and lack of pollution controls for the benefit of large multinational
companies, and to the detriment of the indigenous population and the
world. He was hopeful for international growth, causing economic
growth to be significant, to not only make up for declining growth in the
aging developed markets, but the low dividend yield. I was not! Who do
you think was correct?
In fact, Wall Street is nothing but a Fleecing Machine, in my opinion,
transferring trillions of dollars from the billions of naïve investors, to fill
their life boats, prior to the sinking of Planet Titanic. At least the Money
Monster is going out in a blaze of evil! If he had developed a world, like
the Scandinavian countries, with humane distribution of wealth, free
education and healthcare, and fully funded retirements, and good
incentives to succeed in any field, the wealthiest being decamillionaires,
not billionaires, etc. and the world was still going to implode, I would
feel sadder about the plight of the Money Monster. But he is going out in
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a blaze of evil, trying to fleece the other decks of Planet Titanic, to get
all of the world's wealth in their life boats, knowing all the while that
Planet Titanic is going to sink. He insanely thinks that he and his will
survive the depopulation of the planet. Instead of trying to transition the
world to renewables, he is building underground cities, preparing for a
global police state, believing that they will go to the new version of the
walled city during the Dark Ages, their islands, underground cities, etc.,
to emerge after the population is decreased to a sustainable level. In
Jessie Ventura's Conspiracy Theory show on The Illuminati, Jessy gets a
letter from one of the Rockefeller family members, confirming that they
are planning on depopulating the planet. This Rockefeller family member,
sent Jessy an email where another family member states that he just
can't wait until the billions of slobs using all of their resources are
removed from the planet!
What a ruthless, insane, evil Money Monster!
Personally, I think we are past the point of making the world into a
Scandinavian type market socialist society, run on renewable energies. It
is simply too late to achieve this.
The only hope, in my opinion, is if the world took 5% of their GDP (gross
domestic product) in non-debt based currency, issued by the United
Nations and the Federal Reserve Bank (I wish their were better choices)
now, and rapidly scaled up primarily solar and wind, building out the
smart grid, transitioning to local based electric manufacturing of most
products, building out a global high speed high efficiency rail system,
and to local organic electric based farming. Including building out
renewable energy based sustainable cities. This process, in my view from
over 37 years of studying these issues, would be extremely difficult, and
sadly, if I am correct, will never occur. It must occur, in my opinion,
before the world falls off Hubbert's cliff, to stop the end of life on the
planet.
I live every day with this knowledge, and my struggles being Trans. If I
can help any of you finding yourselves lost in this world, I would love to
do so. Not being out has limited my strong internal desires to help the
trans community, so to the extent I can through this site, at least I am
satisfying my desire to help in some small way. I know the world is very

•
•
•

scary for many reasons, including how they treat us for what is simply a
genetic condition. Love you all.

Zodiac Sign
Taurus
• Eye Color
Blue
• Hair Color
blonde
• Occupation
Financial / Accounting / Real Estate
• Feelings About Religion
Christian not Organized Religion
• Sense Of Humor
Cute Girl Type, Meg Ryan want to be
• Favorite Movies
Pretty Woman, of course, Matrix, Room in Rome, Akita, Charlies Angels,
World Documentaries on Climate Change, Over Population, Peak Energy,
and other critical issues like Fukushima
• Favorite TV
Playboy TV, Babes, Tracy Lindsey, Aiko May, Sindi, Loyla My Love, and
Caprise
• Favorite Music
Contemporary Christian, Soul, Rtyhym and Blues, Jazz
• Hobbies
Extreme Skiing, Sailing Lake Tahoe and the Carribbean, Photography,
primarily Natural Life, Underwater, and hopefully, Women (if my wife
does not mind), Scuba Diving, Singing and Guitar, Skydiving, extreme
sports
• Ethnic Background
Spirit of The One - The God of Love
Contact Information
•
Website
http://www.itistheend.com/

